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Abstract: Dirac gauginos are a well-motivated extension of the MSSM, leading to inter-
esting phenomenological consequences. At the LHC, gluino-pair production is enhanced
while squark production is suppressed as compared to the MSSM, and the decay signa-
tures are altered by a more complex chargino and neutralino spectrum. We investigate how
this impacts current gluino and squark mass limits from Run 2 of the LHC. Concretely, we
compare different assumptions about the electroweak-ino spectrum through four benchmark
models paying particular attention to the effect of the trilinear λS coupling, which induces
a mass splitting between the mostly bino/U(1) adjoint states. Among other results, we
show that for large λS the additional χ˜02 → ff¯ χ˜01 decays somewhat weaken the limits on
gluinos (squarks) in the case of heavy squarks (gluinos). Moreover, we compare the limits
in the gluino vs. squark mass plane to those obtained in equivalent MSSM scenarios.
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1 Introduction
With the current bounds on colourful supersymmetric particles at the LHC, and the
consequent implications for naturalness of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), it is timely to consider non-minimal scenarios. A particularly well-motivated
extension of the MSSM is to allow Dirac masses for the gauginos, either instead of, or in
addition to, Majorana ones. It is the purpose of this paper to derive recent limits on the
gluino (fermionic partner of the gluon) and squarks (scalar partners of the quarks) in the
minimal Dirac gaugino extension of the MSSM.
A Dirac term was in fact the original method proposed to allow the gluino to be
massive [1], because the simplest models of global supersymmetry breaking preserve R-
symmetry [2] and thus forbid Majorana (but not Dirac) masses; this remains an important
motivation today. To add Dirac masses for the gauginos, we need to add a Weyl fermion
in the adjoint representation of each gauge group; these are embedded in chiral superfields
S,T,O which are respectively a singlet, triplet and octet, and carry zero R-charge. The
resulting field content is summarised in Table 1.
The mass terms can then be written by the supersoft [3] operators
Lsupersoft =
∫
d2θ
[√
2mDY θ
αW1αS+ 2
√
2mD2θ
αtr (W2αT)
+ 2
√
2mD3θ
αtr (W3αO)
]
+ h.c. , (1.1)
where Wiα are the supersymmetric gauge field strengths. While it is possible to write the
masses through hard breaking operators [4], in spontaneously broken SUSY, Dirac masses
should only appear through the above supersoft terms which have the remarkable property
that they do not appear in the renormalisation group (RG) equations for any other operators
[3, 5, 6]. This means that Dirac gauginos can, in principle, be taken much heavier than their
Majorana counterparts since, instead of inducing a logarithmic correction to the sfermion
masses, they only induce a finite shift: when this hierarchy is maximally large (i.e. we start
with zero soft masses for sfermions) it is known as the supersoft scenario, which would be
realised e.g. in models of goldstone gauginos [7, 8].
The supersoft property when applied to the Higgs masses means that Dirac gaugino
(DG) models are much more natural than Majorana ones, although they do not completely
alleviate the little hierarchy problem by themselves [9]. On the other hand, the singlet and
triplet fields can have new superpotential couplings with the Higgs,
W ⊃ λSSHu ·Hd + 2λT Hd ·THu , (1.2)
which naturally enhance the Higgs mass at tree level — and can also be associated with
an N = 2 supersymmetry in the gauge-Higgs sector [10, 11]. An N = 2 SUSY in turn
leads automatically to alignment [12] due to the SU(2) R-symmetry of the two Higgs
doublets (which form an N = 2 hypermultiplet) [13]. This alignment is surprisingly robust
under quantum corrections, where there is an accidental cancellation of N = 2 breaking
effects [12]. Moreover, it has been found that the R-symmetry also prevents chirality-
flip diagrams, which significantly relaxes flavour constraints [14–16] and suppresses squark
production at the LHC, rendering DG models “supersafe” [17–20].
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Chiral and gauge multiplet fields of the MSSM
Superfield Scalars Fermions Vectors (SU(3), SU(2), U(1)Y ) R
Qi q˜i = (u˜i,L, d˜i,L) (uL, dL) (3, 2, 1/6) RQ
Ui u˜i,R ui,R (3, 1, -2/3) 2−RQ −RH
Di d˜i,R di,R (3, 1, 1/3) RH −RQ
Li (ν˜i,L,e˜i,L) (νi,L, ei,L) (1, 2, -1/2) RL
Ei e˜i,R ei,R (1, 1, 1) RH −RL
Hu (H
+
u , H
0
u) (H˜
+
u , H˜
0
u) (1, 2, 1/2) RH
Hd (H
0
d , H
−
d ) (H˜
0
d , H˜
−
d ) (1, 2, -1/2) 2−RH
W3,α λ3 Gµ (8, 1, 0) 1
W2,α W˜
0, W˜± W±µ ,W
0
µ (1, 3, 0) 1
WY,α B˜ Bµ (1, 1, 0 ) 1
Additional chiral and gauge multiplet fields in the case of Dirac gauginos
Superfield Scalars, R = 0 Fermions, R = −1 (SU(3), SU(2), U(1)Y )
O Oa = 1√
2
(Oa1 + iO
a
2) χ
a
O (8,1,0)
T T 0 = 1√
2
(T 0P + iT
0
M ), T
± W˜ ′0, W˜ ′± (1,3,0)
S S = 1√
2
(SR + iSI) B˜
′0 (1,1,0)
Table 1: Field content in the Dirac gaugino case. Top panel: chiral and gauge multiplet
fields of the MSSM; bottom panel: chiral and gauge multiplet fields added to those of the
MSSM to allow Dirac masses for the gauginos.
The above motivations led to many studies, and realisations being developed [3, 4, 7, 8,
10, 21–56]. The models fall either into the class of those that preserve an exact R-symmetry,
or allow a small amount of R-breaking. On the former side, the principal example is the
Minimal R-Symmetric Supersymmetric Standard Model (MRSSM) [14]: this requires the
addition of supplementary R-Higgs fields (in the same gauge representation as the MSSM
Higgs doublets but with different R-charges) which do not obtain expectation values after
electroweak symmetry breaking. However, the couplings in eq. (1.2) are forbidden, and
the equivalent couplings between the Higgs and R-Higgs fields do not give any tree-level
enhancement to the Higgs mass, making the Higgs sector rather like the MSSM — except
that stop mixing is forbidden by the R-symmetry, so that in order to obtain the correct
value of the Higgs mass either the new superpotential couplings must be very large [54–56]
or the stops should be in the O(10–100) TeV range [12].
Quantum gravity arguments tell us, however, that no continuous global symmetries
should be exact, and so the R-symmetry should be broken at some scale. In this paper,
we shall consider the minimal model, often referred to as the Minimal Dirac Gaugino
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MDGSSM), described by just the matter content of the
MSSM and the adjoint chiral superfields. This model requires R-symmetry to be broken
in the Higgs sector by a Bµ term, otherwise it would be spontaneously broken at the same
time as electroweak symmetry and generate a massless R-axion in the Higgs sector. As in
[23, 41, 57–59], we shall assume that this is the only source of R-symmetry breaking, and
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is motivated by minimality, naturalness (allowing the couplings λS,T ) and the idea that the
Higgs sector couples to a different source of SUSY breaking than the other fields (in order
e.g. to generate the µ/Bµ terms of similar order etc). This is perfectly consistent at the
level of the RG equations: the Bµ term does not generate other R-breaking operators on
RG evolution. This means that the superpotential is
WMDGSSM =Y iju UiQj ·Hu − Y ijd DiQj ·Hd − Y ije EiLj ·Hd
+ µHu ·Hd + λSSHu ·Hd + 2λT Hd ·THu , (1.3)
where Qi,LjUi,Di,Ei, ,Hd,Hu are, respectively, the superfields for the left-handed (LH)
squarks; LH sleptons; right-handed (RH) up-type squarks; RH down-type squarks; RH
sleptons; down- and up-type Higgs fields as in the MSSM, and Y iju , Y ijd , Y
ij
e which are the
standard Yukawa couplings of the MSSM. For the supersymmetry-breaking terms, we add
just the supersoft operators eq. (1.1), and the standard soft terms
−Lstandard soft = Qi(m2Q)jiQj + U
i
(m2U )
j
iUj +D
i
(m2D)
j
iDj + L
i
(m2L)
j
iLj + E
i
(m2E)
j
iEj
+m2Hu |Hu|2 +m2Hd |Hd|2 +Bµ(Hu ·Hd + h.c.)
+m2S |S|2 + 2m2T tr(T †T ) +m2O|O|2 (1.4)
+
[
tSS +
1
2
BSS
2 +BT tr(TT ) +BOtr(OO) +
Aκ
3
S3 +ASTStr(TT ) +ASOStr(OO) + h.c
]
.
Importantly, the above contains no SUSY-breaking squark trilinears; but there is still
some small mixing in the stop/sbottom sector due to the µ-term. For simplicity we shall
also take Aκ = AST = ASO = 0 in the following, which is well justified in gauge mediation
models [60], but we do not expect these parameters to affect our bounds in any significant
way.
Both the MDGSSM and the MRSSM can be embedded in grand unified theories by
adding additional electroweak-charged fields [58]; in the former case there is a constrained
scenario, the CMDGSSM. For simplicity and generality we shall not include the extra fields,
which in any case should not significantly affect the bounds on squarks and gluinos. Instead
we shall take a phenomenological approach, choosing masses and couplings at the scale of
the colourful superpartners. While the parameter space of such models is large, we shall
argue that the constraints we find should be quite general for this class of models.
The present work will re-examine the LHC bounds on squarks and gluinos in the
MDGSSM, which have so far been studied only for Run 1 data [17–19]. For the MRSSM
there was a study of collider bounds on sleptons and electroweakinos in the MRSSM using
Run 1 data [61], and a recent examination of bounds on charginos in a gauge-mediation sce-
nario [62]. The scalar octet partners of the gluons, or “sgluons”, have received more attention
in the literature: Dirac gaugino models predict two real sgluons, a scalar and pseudoscalar,
since they come from a (complex) chiral superfield. These have very interesting collider phe-
nomenology [48, 63–71]; in particular, if CP is preserved then the pseudoscalar is likely to
be relatively light and decay predominantly to tops, so they can be searched for in four-top
events [60, 72].
In section 2 we give an overview of the phenomenological considerations that shall
determine our benchmark scenarios, which we present in section 3. We then derive limits
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Figure 1: Squark production cross-sections at leading order (LO) for the 13 TeV LHC
as a function of the gluino mass in the MSSM (in red) and in the DG case (in blue), for
mq˜ = 1.5 TeV, assuming an 8-fold squark degeneracy (q˜ = u˜, d˜, c˜, s˜). The dashed, dotted
and full lines show the squark-squark, squark-antisquark and total squark production cross-
sections, respectively.
on gluino and squark masses first using a simplified models approach in section 4, before
undertaking a full recasting of the fully-hadronic gluino and squark search from ATLAS in
section 5. A summary and conclusions are given in section 6.
2 Phenomenological considerations
2.1 Squark and gluino production at the LHC
As mentioned above, previous studies of Dirac vs. Majorana gauginos highlighted a weaken-
ing of collider limits on squarks due to the absence of a chirality flip in the DG case [17–20].
In the MSSM, squark–anti-squark production at the LHC (pp→ q˜Lq˜∗L, qRq˜∗R) proceeds via
s-channel gluon and t-channel gluino exchange; squark–squark production (pp→ q˜q˜, q∗q˜∗)
of same (LL, RR) and mixed (LR) chirality via t-channel gluino exchange is another im-
portant contribution to the total squark production. Squark–squark production of same
chirality however requires a chirality flip, so it is absent in the DG case. Moreover, the other
t-channel gluino exchange processes are suppressed by |p|/m2g˜ in the amplitude, where |p|
is the momentum in the propagator. This has a huge impact on the total squark produc-
tion in the presence of a heavy Dirac gluino as illustrated in Fig. 1. This suppression of
light-flavour squark production at the LHC is the perhaps best known consequence of Dirac
gauginos.
There are also other interesting consequences, which may impact collider phenomenol-
ogy. For one, the cross-section of gluino-pair production is enhanced in the DG case because
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of the larger number of degrees of freedom than in the MSSM (see [73] for a detailed discus-
sion). Another important aspect is the more complex electroweak-ino spectrum. Concretely,
while in the MSSM the neutralinos are a linear combination of the four neutral fermions,
the bino B˜, wino W˜ 0 and higgsinos H˜0u and H˜0d , in the DG model this is supplemented
by two adjoint fermions: a bino B˜′ and wino W˜ ′0. In the chargino sector, the charged
winos W˜± and higgsinos H˜+u , H˜
−
d are supplemented by the triplet W˜
′±. We thus have six
neutralino and three chargino mass eigenstates, which may appear in gluino and squark
cascade decays.
One may therefore expect that LHC phenomenology, and constraints from current
searches, are different in DG models as compared to the MSSM. The purpose of this paper
is to investigate what are the concrete LHC limits on gluinos and squarks in the DG case.
2.2 Electroweak-ino spectrum
The neutralino mass matrixMN in the basis (B˜′, B˜, W˜ ′0, W˜ 0, H˜0d , H˜0u) is given by
MN =
0 mDY 0 0 −
√
2λS
gY
mZsW sβ −
√
2λS
gY
mZsW cβ
mDY 0 0 0 −mZsW cβ mZsW sβ
0 0 0 mD2 −
√
2λT
g2
mZcW sβ −
√
2λT
g2
mZcW cβ
0 0 mD2 0 mZcW cβ −mZcW sβ
−
√
2λS
gY
mZsW sβ −mZsW cβ −
√
2λT
g2
mZcW sβ mZcW cβ 0 −µ
−
√
2λS
gY
mZsW cβ mZsW sβ −
√
2λT
g2
mZcW cβ −mZcW sβ −µ 0

,
(2.1)
where we denote sW = sin θW , sβ = sinβ, cβ = cosβ and tanβ = vu/vd the ratio of the
Higgs vevs; mDY and mD2 the bino and wino Dirac masses; µ the conventional higgsino
mass term, and λS and λT the couplings between the singlet and triplet fermions with the
Higgs and higgsino fields. The various origins of these mass terms as well as the rotation
matrices and eigenvalues are explained in detail in [57].
Diagonalising eq. (2.1), one ends up with pairs of bino-like, wino-like and higgsino-like
neutralinos, with small mass splittings within the bino or wino pairs induced by λS or λT .1
Taking, for instance, mDY sufficiently smaller than mD2 and µ, we find a mostly bino/U(1)
adjoint lightest SUSY particle (LSP) with a mass splitting of
∆mLSP ≡ mχ˜02 −mχ˜01 =
∣∣∣∣ 2M2Zs2Wµ (2λ2S − g2Y )g2Y cβsβ
∣∣∣∣ . (2.2)
For the models that we shall consider, this can go up to tens of GeV.
Turning to the charged fermions, there are three charginos χ˜±1...3 from a linear combi-
nation of the charged higgsinos, H˜+u , H˜
−
d , charged gauginos W˜
± and adjoint W˜ ′±. In the
1At least assuming a somewhat hierarchical pattern in mDY , mD2 and µ; if two or all three mass
parameters are close to each other there will be additional effects from sizeable bino, wino and/or higgsino
mixing like in the MSSM.
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basis v+ = (W˜ ′+, W˜+, H˜+u ), v− = (W˜ ′−, W˜−, H˜
−
d ), the chargino mass matrix is
MC =
 0 m2D
2λT
g mW cβ
m2D 0
√
2mW sβ
−2λTg mW sβ
√
2mW cβ µ
 , (2.3)
where we again assumed that Majorana mass terms are absent. This gives one higgsino-like
χ˜± and two wino-like χ˜± – the latter ones again with a small splitting driven by λT .
The possible impact on collider phenomenology becomes apparent when considering
that gluino and squark decays will be shared out over the different neutralino and chargino
states with small mass splittings. For instance, for a mostly bino/U(1) adjoint LSP, q˜R →
qχ˜01 or qχ˜02 with roughly equal branching ratios. If ∆mLSP < mZ , the χ˜02 then decays
to ff¯ χ˜01 via an off-shell Z-boson. Therefore, while in the MSSM with a bino-like LSP
pp→ q˜Rq˜R leads to events with 2 jets + EmissT , in the DG model with somewhat split binos,
we may get a mix of events with 2, 4 or 6 jets + EmissT , and with a small rate also jets +
`+`− + EmissT . We note also that, due to Z
∗ → νν¯, some of the χ˜02 decays will be invisible.
Similar considerations apply to all SUSY cascade decays.
Finally, the mass splitting between the two lightest neutralinos determines the χ˜02 life-
time. If the splitting is very small, the χ˜02 can live long enough to effectively be a co-LSP
on collider scales and appear only as EmissT . For larger mass splittings, the χ˜
0
2 can decay
promptly, leading to the complex signatures discussed in the paragraphs above. In between,
the χ˜02 is a long-lived neutral particle, whose decays can give signatures with displaced ver-
tices.
2.3 Effect of R-symmetry breaking
The mass-splittings in the neutralinos are due to the R-symmetry breaking effect of both
the Hu and Hd fields obtaining an expectation value – hence they are proportional to cβsβ
which vanishes for large and small tanβ. In addition, when λS = gY /
√
2, λT = g2/
√
2,
we have an effective global symmetry among the gauginos and higgsinos which allows the
neutralinos and charginos to remain of Dirac type at tree-level – this is not actually the
SU(2) R-symmetry, of which the higgsinos are actually singlets.
This means that any Majorana masses for the neutralinos and charginos (which we
are neglecting) should be smaller than the above splittings in order for the analysis in this
paper to be valid: this makes a difference to the softness of the decays from χ˜02 to χ˜01, for
example.
Turning to the gluinos, at tree level g˜1,2 are exactly Dirac in our model; the two
states are only split by a tiny difference at one loop from the small amount of mixing
between the left- and right-handed squarks proportional to µ. Here, however, a modest
Majorana mass could be tolerated, since the only effect would be to split the eigenstates
and so be distinguishable in a detector as separate particles: in our benchmarks they
shall be indistinguishable. Interestingly, in our model the octet fermion χO only couples
to the scalar octets, gluino and gluons. Hence the two gluino mass eigenstates, g˜1, g˜2 =
1√
2
(λ3 + χO),
i√
2
(λ3 − χO), couple only to the squarks and quarks through the component
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λ3, and their couplings are the same up to a factor of i. This means that over the parameter
space, their decays are almost identical, meaning that together they behave like a purely
Dirac gluino—except for when the decay is highly non-relativistic.
In our model, the only relevant non-relativistic two-body decays of a gluino are when
a squark becomes nearly degenerate with it; and so to obtain differences between g˜1 and g˜2
decays we would furthermore need a sizeable source of R-symmetry breaking, which means
squark mixing. We can therefore expect a sizeable difference between the two gluino decays
into stops or sbottoms only near the kinematic limit. This can be seen as follows: for a
two-body decay g˜i → qq˜ for i = 1, 2 we can write the couplings (suppressing the gauge and
Lorentz indices) as
L ⊃−
√
2g3q˜
∗
LqLλ3 +
√
2g3qRq˜Rλ3 (2.4)
and so if q˜L = cos θq q˜1 + sin θq q˜2, q˜
∗
R = − sin θq q˜1 + cos θq q˜2, then the coupling to say q˜1 is
L ⊃− q˜∗1
[
ciL(qg˜i) + c
i
R(qg˜i)
]
, c1L =
√
2g3 cos θq, c
1
R = −
√
2g3 sin θq, (2.5)
while c2L = −ic1L, (c2R)∗ = −ic1R. The width for the gluino decays is then
Γ(g˜i → qq˜i) = K
32pim3g˜i
[
(m2g˜i +m
2
q −m2q˜i)(|cL|2 + |cR|2) + 2mqmq˜i(c∗LcR + c∗RcL)
]
,
K ≡
√
(m2g˜ −m2q −m2q˜i)2 − 4m2qm2q˜i . (2.6)
So then when mg˜i ∼ mq +mq˜i ,mq˜i  mq, we have (m2g˜i +m2q −m2q˜i) ' 2mqmq˜i and
Γ(g˜i → qq˜i) 'Kmqg
2
3
16pim2g˜i
[
1± 2 cos θq sin θq
]
. (2.7)
Hence for maximal squark (stop or sbottom) mixing there is a complete suppression of one
of the decays in this limit.
For three-body decays of a gluino to neutralinos and quarks, we shall argue below that
in our model the neutralinos should be light, and so even though the neutralinos themselves
significantly break the R-symmetry through their mixings, the quarks/neutralinos should be
relativistic and we should not see a significant difference between the two gluino components.
2.4 Model constraints
As mentioned above, the limits on gluino and (first/second generation) squark masses de-
pend on the other parameters in the model, in particular the mass of the lightest super-
symmetric partner, but also on the details of the decay chains. In the (phenomenological)
MSSM, it is reasonable to consider the bino/wino/higgsino masses as free parameters. How-
ever, in the MDGSSM (and in DG models generally) these have a large effect on the Higgs
mass at tree level. Indeed, it is well known that in the supersoft limit the Higgs D-term
potential is erased [3]; and a large µ-term has a similar effect. Moreover, the singlet and
triplet scalars obtain tree-level masses mSR,mTP proportional to the Dirac mass terms:
m2SR = m
2
S + 4|mDY |2 +BS , m2TP = m2T + 4|mD2|2 +BT , (2.8)
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and so if mDY or mD2 are large then the scalar singlet/triplet should be heavy. If we then
integrate them out, then the correction to the Higgs quartic coupling is
δλ ∼ O
(
gYmDY
mSR
)2
+O
(√
2λSmDY
mSR
)2
+O
(
g2mD2
mTP
)2
+O
(√
2λTmD2
mTP
)2
, (2.9)
The exact expressions for the Two-Higgs Doublet model parameters are given in [12]. This
means that we need to make the singlet and triplet scalars heavy relative to the gauginos
and higgsinos in order to not suppress the Higgs mass or even render the potential unstable.
Without removing the scalars from the spectrum entirely and losing all trace of naturalness,
this means keeping the gauginos/higgsinos well below a TeV.
Additionally, scalar triplet fields are well-known to generate a shift to the electroweak
ρ-parameter at tree-level:
∆ρ =
∆m2W
m2W
=
v2
m4TP
(√
2λTµ+ g2mD2c2β
)2
, (2.10)
while the experimental best-fit value is [74]
∆ρ = (3.7± 2.3)× 10−4, (2.11)
leading to mTP & 2 TeV for typical values of µ,mD2 ∼ 500 GeV. Numerically we find it is
hard to find satisfactory parameter points for gaugino/higgsino masses of O(TeV) and so
in our benchmark points we shall take them to be only a few hundred GeV.
On the other hand, in the decoupling limit, the light Higgs mass is given by
m2h1 'M2Zc22β +
(λ2S + λ
2
T )
2
v2s22β + ... (2.12)
and so taking small tanβ and moderate values of λS , λT we can enhance the Higgs mass
at tree-level without having exceptionally heavy stops (given that the stop mixing will be
small in the absence of SUSY-breaking trilinear couplings).
3 Benchmark scenarios
We have argued that a typical MDGSSM scenario should have electroweakinos ofO(500) GeV,
a triplet scalar heavier than 2 TeV, and if we want to enhance naturalness of the model
(avoiding stop masses larger than O(10) TeV), small tanβ and 2(λ2S + λ2T ) > g2Y + g22. For
the sake of simplicity, and since we have no reason to suspect a large splitting of left- and
right-chiral squarks, we shall take m2Qi = m
2
Ui
= m2Di , and take a common value for the
first two generations, while allowing the third generation squark masses to vary so as to
obtain the correct Higgs mass (some stop contribution is necessary unless we take values of
λS , λT that are large).
To quantitatively investigate how this influences the LHC limits, we choose four bench-
mark scenarios, with different values of λS , λT . Concretely we take mDY < µ < m2D with,
for the first three benchmarks,
mDY = 200 GeV, µ = 400 GeV, mD2 = 500 GeV. (3.1)
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Figure 2: Influence of λS on the mass splitting between the two bino-like mass eigenstates
χ˜01,2 (left) and on the lifetime of the χ˜02 (right) for the parameters of eq. (3.1) and tanβ = 2.
Moreover, to favor a large tree-level boost to mh1 , we take tanβ = 2. This gives a hierar-
chical spectrum of bino-, higgsino- and wino-like states with masses of about 200, 400 and
500 GeV, respectively. Finally, we set λT = 0.2 and choose two values of λS , λS = −0.27
and −0.74, to have cases with small and sizeable χ˜01,2 mass splittings. The dependence of
the χ˜01,2 mass splitting and the χ˜02 lifetime on λS is shown in Fig. 2.
With this setup, the masses of gluinos and squarks are treated as free parameters (m3D
and a scalar soft mass-squared parameter), while the masses of the 3rd generation squarks
are adjusted such that mh1 ∈ [123, 127] GeV. The calculation of the mass spectrum and
decay branching ratios is done with SARAH [75, 75–79] and SPheno [80], including Higgs
mass calculation at the 2-loop level [81–83]. We consider three distinct cases:2
DG1 : λS = −0.27; mt˜ ∼ mb˜ ∼ 3.6TeV, (3.2)
DG2 : λS = −0.74; mt˜ ∼ mb˜ ∼ 2.6TeV, (3.3)
DG3 : λS = −0.74; mt˜ ∼ mb˜ ∼ 1.6TeV. (3.4)
For DG1 with λS = −0.27, the two bino-like mass eigenstates χ˜01,2 are quasi-degenerate
with sub-GeV mass splitting, and the χ˜02 has a mean decay length of nearly 3 km, so
that it will appear as a co-LSP. For λS = −0.74 (DG2 and DG3), the two bino-like mass
eigenstates χ˜01,2 have masses of about 182 GeV and 216–218 GeV, respectively, and the χ˜02
decays promptly into χ˜01 ff¯ via an off-shell Z.
Since we are mostly interested in gluino and squark cascade decays, we consider also
a fourth benchmark with heavy winos by moving m2D above 1 TeV, thus on the one hand
somewhat suppressing decays into wino-like states, and on the other hand changing the
kinematic distributions of such cascades. Concretely,
DG4 : m1D = 200 GeV, µ = 400 GeV, m2D = 1175 GeV,
λS = −0.79, λT = −0.37, mt˜ ∼ mb˜ ∼ 3TeV. (3.5)
2We note that we do not consider any dark matter constraints here. This is justified as we are interested
in unequivocal collider constraints on the colored sector without assumptions on the cosmological history
of the universe. For a discussion of DG dark matter within standard cosmology, see [57].
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Parameters
DG1 DG2 DG3 DG4
m1D 200 200 200 200
m2D 500 500 500 1175
µ 400 400 400 400
tanβ 2 2 2 2
−λS 0.27 0.74 0.74 0.79√
2λT 0.14 0.14 0.14 −0.26
m2
Q˜3
1.25e7 6.5e6 2.26e6 8.26e6
m2
Q˜1
6.25e6 6.25e6 6.25e6 6.25e6
m3D 1750 1750 1750 1750
Masses
DG1 DG2 DG3 DG4
χ˜01 201.35 182.1 181.8 182.4
χ˜02 201.72 218.0 216.6 213.2
χ˜03 403 400 396 408
χ˜04 419 445 441 437
χ˜05 537 536 535 1226
χ˜06 548 548 546 1227
χ˜±1 400 395 391 398
χ˜±2 536 536 534 1224
χ˜±3 549 548 547 1229
t˜1 3604 2607 1590 2894
t˜2 3613 2637 1613 2927
h1 124.0 125.0 125.3 125.2
Table 2: Parameters and masses (in GeV) of the four benchmark scenarios; m1D, m2D, µ,
tanβ, λS , λT and the soft masses of the third generation (m2Q˜3 = m
2
U˜3
= m2
D˜3
) are fixed
for each benchmark, while m3D and m2Q˜1 = m
2
U˜1
= m2
Q˜1
will be varied to scan over gluino
and squark masses. The sgluons have masses of about 1.6 and 3.9 TeV and play no role for
the phenomenology discussed here.
DG1 DG2 DG3 DG4 MSSM1 MSSM4
Gluino decays, mg˜ ≈ 2 TeV, mq˜ ≈ 2.6 TeV
g˜ → qq¯ + binos 12% 6% – 18% 10% 15%
g˜ → bb¯ + binos – 1% – 6% – 1%
g˜ → tt¯ + binos 1% 4% – 6% 1% 3%
g˜ → (qq¯(′), bb¯) + heavy EW-inos 66% 36% – 13% 66% 19%
g˜ → (tt¯, tb¯, bt¯) + heavy EW-inos 20% 53% – 61% 23% 62%
g˜ → t+ t˜1,2 – – 48% – – –
g˜ → b+ b˜1,2 – – 52% – – –
Squark decays, mq˜ ≈ 2 TeV, mg˜ ≈ 2.6 TeV
q˜R → q + binos 99% 99% 98% 99% 92% 92%
q˜L → q + heavy EW-inos 99% 99% 99% 97% 98% 97%
Table 3: Branching ratios of gluino and squark decays for DG1–DG4. For gluino decays we
consider the mass hierarchy mq˜ < mg˜1,2 , for squark decays the mass hierarchy m˜˜g1,2 > mq˜.
The columns MSSM1 and MSSM4 give the comparison to the equivalent MSSM case with
M1 = 200 GeV, µ = 400 GeV and M2 = 500 GeV (MSSM1) or 1200 GeV (MSSM4); third
generation squark masses are about 3.6 TeV for MSSM1 and 3 TeV for MSSM4, while
tanβ = 10 and At = −4 TeV to achieve mh1 ≈ 125 GeV.
The main parameters and resulting masses for the four benchmark scenarios are summarised
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Figure 3: Branching ratios of gluino decays (averaged over g˜1 and g˜2) for DG3 as function
of the gluino mass, for mq˜ ≈ 2.6 TeV.
in Table 2. Examples of gluino and squark decay branching ratios are given in Table 3 and
compared to the branching ratios in the MSSM with an equivalent bino/wino/higgsino
spectrum.
The complete SLHA spectrum files produced with SARAH/SPheno are available at [84].3
Note here, that our conventions differ (as usual) from the SARAH DiracGauginos imple-
mentation. We have
Parameter SARAH convention
λS −lam
λT LT/
√
2
(3.6)
Scenarios DG1, DG2 and DG3 have heavy stops and sbottoms, so the gluino branching
ratios in Table 3 will not change significantly with the gluino mass in the region accessible
with current LHC data, as long as mg˜ < mq˜ (if mg˜ > mq˜, then of course g˜ → qq˜ decays
dominate). This is different for DG3 which has stops and sbottoms at about 1.6 TeV.
Here the gluino branching ratios vary a lot with mg˜ up to 2 TeV, as shown in Fig. 3.
We note that in this figure BR(g˜1) and BR(g˜2) are averaged over because R-symmetry
breaking effects lead to differences in g˜1 and g˜2 decays near the threshold where 2-body
decays into sbottoms/stops become kinematically allowed. These differences are however
experimentally not observable.
3For the sake of reproducibility of our results, we provide moreover the SPheno model and input files, as
well as the UFO model and two helpful scripts for modifying the SPheno .spc files so they can be used for
event generation with MadGraph/Pythia.
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4 Simplified model limits
Within the MSSM, ATLAS and CMS have excluded gluino (light-flavor squark) masses up
to about 1800–2025 (1550) GeV assuming decoupled squarks (gluinos) and a single decay
channel into the neutralino LSP with 100% branching ratio [85, 86]. In the DG case, the
twice as large gluino production cross-section should increase the gluino mass limit by about
150–200 GeV; the bound on squark masses remains the same, since the quoted MSSM limit
is already for decoupled gluinos.
The constraints which can be derived in the context of such “simplified models” consid-
erably weaken in realistic scenarios where the gluinos (squarks) share out their branching
ratios over several decay channels [87].4 For instance, if BR(g˜ → qq¯χ˜01) = 0.1, only 1% of
the total gluino-pair production is constrained by the pp→ g˜g˜, g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 simplified model
upper limits. Likewise, if q˜L decay via heavy EW-inos, only q˜
∗
Rq˜R production is effectively
constrained by the pp → ¯˜qq˜, q˜ → qχ˜01 simplified model limits. On the other hand, the
production cross-sections themselves can be [much] larger than in the simplified model pic-
ture, if gluino (squark) contributions to squark (gluino) production are not decoupled in
the parameter space we are interested in.
To illustrate explicitly the consequences for our benchmark scenarios, we scan over
gluino and squark masses for two cases, DG1 and DG3, and evaluate the simplified model
constraints with SModelS [88, 89]. Here we use the v1.1.2 database of SModelS, which
includes the Run 2 SUSY search results for 36 fb−1 from CMS as detailed in [90]. The decay
branching ratios are again computed with SARAH/SPheno. Cross-sections are computed at
leading order with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [91] using the Dirac gaugino UFO model of [75].
(The effect of higher-order corrections will be commented on in the next section.)
The result is shown in Fig. 4. For DG1, when mg˜ < mq˜ the strongest constraint comes
from the pp→ g˜g˜, g˜ → qq¯χ˜01 simplified model (denoted as T1) and excludes gluino masses
up to about 1250 GeV for LO cross-sections. When mq˜ < mg˜, the strongest constraint
mostly comes from the pp → q˜q˜(∗), q˜ → qχ˜01 simplified model (denoted as T2), excluding
squark masses up to roughly 1300 GeV as long as the gluino is not too heavy. In the
equivalent MSSM case (MSSM1 scenario in Table 3), the gluino mass limit would be only
1 TeV due to the smaller gluino pair-production cross-section while, conversely, the squark
mass limit would be about 2 TeV for 2.6 TeV gluinos.
For DG3, which has stops around 1600 GeV and a χ˜02–χ˜01 mass splitting of about 35 GeV,
the picture changes. On the one hand, over a large part of the region with mg˜ < mq˜, the
strongest constraint now comes from the pp → g˜g˜, g˜ → tt¯χ˜01 simplified model (denoted as
T1tttt). Moreover, and more importantly, gluino and squark decays via the bino-like χ˜02
are followed by χ˜02 → χ˜01 ff¯ via an off-shell Z, which is a different topology in the simplified
model picture.5 This drastically reduces the effective cross-section (σ×BRs) that goes into
4This is in particular the case if only cross-section upper limits are available for simplified model spectra.
Efficiency maps for all signal regions for a large enough set of simplified models would allow us to combine
the contributions from different signal topologies in the simplified model approach [88].
5In SModelS txname notation, these would be constrained by, e.g., T5ZZoff or T6ZZoff results, which
are however not available.
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Figure 4: SModelS constraints in the gluino versus squark mass plane, on the left for DG1,
on the right DG3. The colour code denotes the simplified model which gives the strongest
constraint (T1: pp→ g˜g˜, g˜ → qq¯χ˜01; T1tttt: pp→ g˜g˜, g˜ → tt¯χ˜01; T2: pp→ q˜q˜(∗), q˜ → qχ˜01;
TChiWW: pp → χ˜±i χ˜±i , χ˜±i → W±χ˜01). Full-colour (non-transparent) points are excluded
by SModelS, while light-shaded points escape the simplified model limits.
the T1, T1tttt or T2 topologies. Consequently, the excluded region is noticeably smaller for
DG3 than for DG1, with a gluino mass limit of only 1 TeV (corresponding to the factor 2
reduction of the T1 cross-section which is also seen in the comparison between DG1 and
MSSM1 above), and a squark mass limit below 1 TeV.
It is also worth pointing out that for heavy gluinos and squarks, the effective T1(tttt)
or T2 cross-sections become too small and electroweak production of charginos followed by
χ˜±i →W±χ˜01 decays (denoted as TChiWW) takes over as the most constraining simplified
model signature. Note however that TChiWW upper limit maps are available for 8 TeV
only—neither ATLAS nor CMS have provided them for the 13 TeV data—and do not
exclude any of the scan points.
5 Recast of the ATLAS multi-jet plus EmissT analysis
From the above discussion it is clear that the simplified model limits are not sufficient for
constraining complex scenarios as the ones considered here. Instead, a full recasting of the
experimental search(es) is necessary to derive the true exclusion limit. To this end, we have
implemented the ATLAS multijet search [85] in MadAnalysis 5 [92–94]. This is a generic
search for squarks and gluinos in final states with jets and large missing transverse momen-
tum, EmissT , using 36 fb
−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV pp collision data. It employs two approaches: one
referred to as ‘Meff-based search’ and a second, complementary search using the recursive
jigsaw reconstruction technique.
Here we use only the Meff-based analysis, which comprises 24 inclusive signal regions
characterized by a minimum required jet multiplicity of two, four, five or six jets with
transverse momenta pT > 50 GeV. The missing energy of the event must be larger than
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Figure 5: 95% CL exclusion limits in the gluino vs. squark mass plane for DG1 (green),
DG2 (blue) and DG3 (red) contrasted with MSSM1 (black dashed line), derived from the
recasting of the ATLAS 2–6 jets + EmissT analysis for 36 fb
−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV. Only the
most sensitive (=best expected) signal region is used for the limit setting.
250 GeV, and events with a baseline electron or muon with pT > 7 GeV are vetoed. Sig-
nal regions requiring the same jet multiplicity are distinguished by increasing background
rejection through cuts in variables like the pT of the leading jets, ∆Φ between jets and
EmissT , and the effective mass variable Meff [95] (defined as the scalar sum of the pT of
the leading jets and the EmissT ), among others. Of these 24 signal regions, 22 are imple-
mented in the MadAnalysis 5 recast code, which is publicly available as [96] and part of the
MadAnalysis 5 Public Analysis Database [94]. Two additional signal regions using larger-
radius jets (dubbed 2jB-1600 and 2jB-2400 in the ATLAS paper) are not included as we
could not reach a good enough agreement with the validation material provided by ATLAS.
To evaluate the sensitivity of this search to gluinos and squarks in the Dirac gaugino
model, we scan over gluino and light-flavor squark masses for the four benchmark scenarios
of section 3. For each scan point, we simulate 30K events with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [91],
including all 2 → 2 SUSY production processes in pp collisions at 13 TeV using nn23lo1
PDFs. Decays, parton shower and hadronization are done in Pythia 8.2 [97] and the sim-
ulation of the ATLAS detector with Delphes 3 [98]. Finally the events are analysed with
MadAnalysis 5 and an exclusion confidence level (CL) is computed with the CLs tech-
nique [99]. See [100] for a comprehensive introduction to recasting with MadAnalysis 5,
explaining the full procedure. Note that in each scan point only the “best” (i.e. the statis-
tically most sensitive) signal region is used for limit setting.6
Let us start with the light wino scenarios. Figure 5 shows the resulting 95% CL
exclusion lines in the gluino vs. squark mass plane for DG1, DG2, DG3 and MSSM1. As
6Since the signal regions are inclusive (= overlapping) they actually cannot be combined.
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can be seen, for mg˜ ≈ mq˜, the limit is about 2.1 TeV for both gluino and squark masses in
all DG benchmark scenarios. For 4 TeV gluinos, the squark mass limit is about 1.4 TeV in
the least favourable DG case (DG1), decreasing to about 1.1–1.15 TeV for DG2 and DG3,
where χ˜02 → Z∗χ˜01 decays appear in the squark decay chains. (The comparison with the
MSSM will be done at the end of this section.)
The gluino mass limit in the region mq˜ > mg˜ depends more sensitively on the assumed
DG scenario. While we find a robust limit of mg˜ & 1.65 TeV for very heavy squarks in all
cases, we also observe different “dips” in the exclusion contours for the different benchmark
scenarios. To understand the shape of the exclusion contour, it is instructive to consider
which signal regions are used for the limit setting and how the various production modes
contribute to the final CLs value. To this end, Fig. 6 shows the CLs values in the best signal
region from various proton-proton processes as a function of gluino mass, for medium heavy
squarks of mq˜ ∼ 2.6 TeV.
We see that the best signal region switches from 6j-Meff-1800 (6 jets,Meff > 1800 GeV)
to 6j-Meff-2600 (6 jets, Meff > 2600 GeV) at different values of gluino mass for the three
benchmark scenarios. In particular for DG3 this leads to the exclusion CL dropping below
0.95 for mg˜ ∼ 1.7 TeV, where gluino decays into 3rd generation squarks become dominant,
and getting back above 0.95 for mg˜ ∼ 1.8–2 TeV. Moreover, we observe that taking into
account gluino-pair production would only give a bound of mg˜ & 1.65–1.7 TeV, as is also
found in the limit of heavy squarks in Fig. 5. The inclusion of both gluino-pair and gluino-
squark production is essential for a correct limit setting.7
Next, we compare in Fig. 7 the CLs values in different signal regions for DG1 and
DG3. In order to cut across the dip-peak features in the exclusion contours, we here choose
mq˜ ∼ 3.6 TeV for DG1 and mq˜ ∼ 2.6 TeV for DG3. We see again that for relatively
light gluinos the best signal region is 6j-Meff-1800 and the observed CL value drops below
0.95 for gluino masses around 1.65 TeV. The 6j-Meff-2600 signal region, on the other hand,
excludes higher gluino masses, up to about 1.8 TeV in DG1 with mq˜ ∼ 3.5 TeV, and up to
about 2 TeV in DG3 with mq˜ ∼ 2.6 TeV. However, 6j-Meff-2600 becomes the “best” signal
region (used for the limit setting in Fig. 5) only for gluino masses of 1.8 TeV onwards. This
is responsible for the dip-peak structure in the exclusion curve in Fig. 5; using only the
6j-Meff-2600 signal region, the gluino mass limit would be stronger.
Turning to the squark exclusion limits, Fig. 8 shows the CLs values in the best signal
regions as a function of squark mass, for fixed gluino mass. We again compare only DG1
and DG3, as DG2 is very similar to the latter. For mg˜ ∼ 2.4 TeV, signal regions with 4 jets
(first 4j-Meff-2600 and then 4j-Meff-3000) exclude squark masses up to 1.9 (1.8) TeV for
DG1 (DG3). This is partly due to a substantial contribution from gluino-squark production.
As the gluino mass is increased to ∼ 4 TeV, both squark-pair and gluino-squark production
cross-sections are suppressed, and the best signal region is typically one with only 2 jets.
The exception is DG3 with squark masses around 1 TeV, where a 5-jet signal region with
rather low Meff cut (5j-Meff-1600) becomes the best one. This is again a consequence of
the χ˜02 → Z∗χ˜01 decays, which are present in DG3 (and DG2) but not in DG1.
7This was also pointed out in [87] in the context of simplified model limits.
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(a) DG1
(b) DG2
(c) DG3
Figure 6: 1-CLs values in the best signal regions from all proton-proton processes as a
function of gluino mass for (a) DG1, (b) DG2, (c) DG3; mq˜ ∼ 2.6 TeV in all three cases.
Individual contributions to the total CLs (denoted by the solid black line labelled pp→ all)
are given by the faint dashed lines, namely gluino-pair production (diamonds); squark-pair
production (triangles) and gluino-squark production (squares). The best signal region at
each gluino mass value is identified by the colour code as indicated in the plot legends.
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(a) DG1
(b) DG3
Figure 7: Comparison of 1-CLs values in the 6j-Meff-1800 and 6j-Meff-2600 signal regions
as a function of gluino mass, for (a) DG1 with mq˜ ∼ 3.6 TeV and (b) DG3 with mq˜ ∼
2.6 TeV. The best signal region is identified by full red circles.
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(a) DG1
(b) DG3
Figure 8: 1-CLs values in the best signal regions from all proton-proton processes as a
function of squark mass for (a) DG1 and (b) DG3. The solid lines are for mg˜ ∼ 2.4 TeV,
while the dashed lines are for mg˜ ∼ 4 TeV. (Since the input parameters are the soft masses,
mt˜ and mb˜ vary slightly in the two cases.)
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Figure 9: 95% CL exclusion limits in the gluino vs. squark mass plane for DG4, and
comparison to MSSM4.
Comparing all this to the equivalent MSSM1 scenario, we see the expected ∼ 200 GeV
lower gluino mass limit; the squark mass limit is however considerably stronger when gluinos
are heavy, still reaching mq˜ & 2 TeV for 4 TeV gluinos, as Majorana gluinos decouple very
slowly.
Last but not least let us explore the role of light or heavy winos appearing in the decay
chains. To this end, Fig. 9 shows the 95% CL exclusion limits in the gluino vs. squark mass
plane for the DG4 and MSSM4 scenarios, to be compared with the exclusion lines for DG2
and MSSM1 in Fig. 5. Interestingly, the results are very similar for heavy and light winos;
the main difference is an increase in the squark mass limit by about 100–200 GeV (for fixed
gluino mass) when winos are heavy. In particular, mq˜ & 1.3 TeV at mg˜ & 4 TeV for DG4,
which lies in between the values for DG1 and DG2,3.
Before concluding, a comment is in order on the effect of higher-order corrections. It
is well known from the MSSM [101, 102] that K-factors for gluino-pair and gluino-squark
production can be very large, of the order of a factor 2–3, depending on the PDF set used;
K-factors for squark production are somewhat smaller but still sizeable. For the DG case,
the next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections to squark production in the R-symmetric model
were computed in [56], with the conclusion that NLO K-factors are generally larger than
in the MSSM by the order of 10–20%. Since the cross-section of squark production falls off
very steeply with increasing squark mass, K ≈ 2 has only little impact, pushing the gluino
mass limit about 100 GeV higher. The higher-order corrections for Dirac gluino final states
have not been computed explicitly, but we may assume they are not vastly different from
the MSSM. Taking a K-factor of 2–3 as the reference, the gluino mass limit increases by
roughly 200 GeV to mg˜ & 2 TeV for heavy squarks, while for mg˜ ≈ mq˜ the limit is pushed
to roughly 2.3–2.4 TeV. We illustrate this explicitly for the scenario DG4 in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: 95% CL exclusion limits in the gluino vs. squark mass plane for benchmark
DG4 with K-factors 1 (LO), 2 and 3.
6 Conclusions
Most SUSY searches at the LHC are optimised for the MSSM, where gauginos are Majorana
particles. Dirac gauginos are, however, an interesting and theoretically well-motivated
alternative. Their phenomenological consequences at the LHC include that gluino-pair
production is enhanced by a factor 2 as compared to the MSSM, while squark production
is strongly suppressed due to a much faster decoupling of the gluino t-channel exchange.
Moreover, the extended chargino and neutralino sector present in DG models can have
important effects on the collider signatures.
In this paper, we have investigated the bounds from LHC searches on squarks and
gluinos in the Minimal Dirac Gaugino Supersymmetric Standard Model for several represen-
tative benchmark scenarios. Since a typical MDGSSM scenario should have electroweakinos
not too far above the electroweak scale, we chose, as a primary test case, scenarios with a
bino-like LSP around 200 GeV, higgsinos around 400 GeV and winos around 500 GeV. Thus
all charginos and neutralinos may appear in gluino and squark cascade decays. We also
considered a scenario with heavier winos of about 1200 GeV, and we compared all these to
the nearest equivalent models in the MSSM.
In the context of simplified model constraints, derived with SModelS, the large variety
of possible decay modes in our benchmark scenarios led to very weak limits. The reason is,
that in complex scenarios like the ones considered here, only a small fraction of the total
SUSY production leads to simple signal topologies which are constrained by the available
simplified model results.
We therefore went on to confront our benchmark scenarios with a full recasting of the
ATLAS multi-jet EmissT search [85] with MadAnalysis 5. By comparing the bounds in the
DG benchmark scenarios to those in the MSSM, we confirmed and quantified by how much
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supersoft models are supersafe: for large gluino masses, the bounds on squarks are very
significantly (by several hundred GeV) suppressed compared to the MSSM, and this should
have consequences for the naturalness of allowed models. We showed that this statement
is robust even including loop corrections to the production. On the other hand, for smaller
gluino masses, the extra degrees of freedom lead to larger production cross-sections, and so
the lower limit on the gluino mass in these models is somewhat higher than in the MSSM.
An important feature of the DG case, which we discussed in some detail in this paper,
is that the trilinear λS and λT couplings, which give a tree-level boost to the light Higgs
mass, lead to small mass splittings within the bino and wino states. This is important
for LHC phenomenology because, if the mass splitting between the two lightest states (in
our benchmark scenarios the two binos) is very small, then the χ˜02 can live long enough
to effectively be a co-LSP on collider scales and appear only as EmissT . For larger mass
splittings, however, the χ˜02 may decay promptly into ff¯ χ˜01 via an off-shell Z-boson, leading
to an additional step in part of the gluino and squark cascade decays. For mg˜ ≈ mq˜ this
has no noticeable influence on the mass limits. For heavy gluinos or squarks, however, we
showed that the mass limits slightly weaken when λS is large. Last but not least, there
exists a range of λS where the χ˜02 is a long-lived neutral particle, whose decays can give
signatures with displaced vertices. A detailed study of this case is left for future work.
For the sake of reproducibility of our study, we provide ample material on Zenodo [84, 103].
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